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Abstract
Individual characteristics have a strong impact on
decision-making behavior in virtual environments,
including interacting with virtual agents, avatars, or
animated objects. Prior IS research on individual
characteristics has mostly focused on constructs such as
the Big Five personality traits, emotional intelligence,
and social sensitivity to understand their effects on
behavior in virtual environments. However, we believe
how individuals receive, process, and react to sensory
information at the basic level is critical for developing
perceptions that influence online behavior, including
towards humanized objects through the process of
anthropomorphism. This study explores sensory
processing sensitivity as an inherent individual
characteristic and its impact on individuals’ bidding
decision towards humanized products in online
auctions. Results show that sensory processing
sensitivity has a positive impact on perceived
anthropomorphism, which in turn strongly affects
willingness to pay.

1. Introduction
Anthropomorphism is a spontaneous automatic
process that we cannot consciously control [22, 41].
When we hear and/or see an inanimate object with
triggering features, though subtle, our brain
automatically ascribes human form to it even though we
rationally know the object is not human [24]. We know
that agents like Siri and Alexa are not human, but we
still anthropomorphize them while interacting with them
– that is, we ascribe human characteristics and behavior
to them. On the other hand, certain design flaws could
also “tipoff” the user from anthropomorphizing an
object and even create aversion from the users to the
object. For example, a photorealistic avatar with an
unsynchronized jaw movement to its voice could lead
itself to the “Uncanny Valley”—a term used in
anthropomorphism literature to describe the aversion
people feel to nearly human objects known not to be
human [43].
Anthropomorphism changes how we think and
behave toward an object. When we anthropomorphize
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AI agents or cars, we trust them more [14, 67]. When
we anthropomorphize consumer products, we are more
likely to lose self-control and consume more [30]. We
are even more willing to pay more for products we
anthropomorphize [70]. When we anthropomorphize
instructional agents, we learn more from them [14, 4].
Thus, anthropomorphized objects have the potential to
influence individuals’ behavior, attitude, and
perceptions [13, 32, 14].
Anthropomorphism has practical implications in
many different areas. For example, many companies are
working toward making their products “smart” and
more human realistic. Voice recognition assistants, such
as Siri and Alexa, do not have a physical form close to
a human body, but they interact with users with natural
human language. Some customer support chatbots, on
the other hand, do not even have voices but can provide
post-sales support or technical support through written
text [5, 62, 61, 57]. A successful deployment of such
technologies depends not only on the visual or auditory
formats of the virtual agents [27], but also on whether
users perceive it and interact with it as if they were
interacting with a human.
The design of the object impacts the process of
anthropomorphism, but design is not the only factor.
Even though anthropomorphism is an automatic process
and to see human in others is human nature, the
activation of this process may vary from person to
person. The severity of the impact may also vary. In this
study, we aim to investigate the impact of personal
inherent characteristics, specifically sensory processing
sensitivity, on anthropomorphism.
Sensory Processing Sensitivity (SPS) is “an innate
trait that is associated with individual sensitivity or
responsivity to environmental and social stimuli” [2, 8].
SPS leads people to be more prone to receive and
respond to stimuli, especially social stimuli. SPS can
lead to less difficulty in detecting others’ feelings and
an increased likelihood for emotions to be impacted by
others. As a unique trait, SPS has caught the attention of
psychology
researchers
and
neuroscientists.
Associations have been established between SPS and
other personal traits, such as big five personality traits,
social sensitivity, emotional intelligence, etc., but
research on SPS is still early. In the context of virtual
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environments, the amount, intensity and frequency of
delivering sensory stimuli has a much wider range and
can be easily manipulated. Thus, consumers with
different levels of SPS receive those stimuli differently
and respond differently. Some of them can be
overwhelmed while others perfectly at ease. Therefore,
understanding the impact of the SPS is important in
understanding how people will interact with
anthropomorphized technology. Specifically, this study
aims to answer the following research question:
Do people with different levels of sensory processing
sensitivity
behave
differently
towards
anthropomorphized products in e-commerce?
We address this research question by studying the
impact of SPS on anthropomorphism, along with the
effect that ultimately has on willingness to pay in
bidding behavior. We achieve this through a behavioral
study and survey where participants bid on products
after viewing anthropomorphized product videos. We
believe understanding the impact of SPS on the process
and outcomes of anthropomorphism has great potential
to benefit not only academia, but also practitioners.
While businesses are focusing on personal, tailored
recommendations and advertisements to individual
customers, personality traits tend to be overlooked or
simplified. Through this study, we emphasize the role of
individual sensory processing sensitivity in consumers’
attitude to anthropomorphized products in online
advertisements.

2. Theory and Hypotheses
2.1. Anthropomorphism
Anthropomorphism is defined as “the attribution of
human form or characteristics to a non-human being”
[40]. It is inherent to our nature rather than a learned
skill. People start to anthropomorphize during infancy
and carry it throughout their lifetime [25, 31]. Many of
us have had the experience of blaming, arguing with, or
occasionally threatening a machine when technology
fails, just as we would do to another human.
Anthropomorphism is spontaneous, pervasive, and
powerful [23, 41, 10]. Even though people can mask or
even correct the impact, it is impossible to control or
turn off.
The underlying philosophical question of why
people anthropomorphize has been the target of
researchers in many fields, including psychology,
sociology, and anthropology. Some people believe
humans anthropomorphize to reduce the uncertainty of
the unknown [23, 11, 68] to the self. Other research
argues that humans anthropomorphize to compensate
for the lack of social connections with other humans [17,
18].

The implication of anthropomorphism in humancomputer interaction [19, 16], on the other hand, fuels
the research of computer scientists, graphical designers,
and engineers. The “Computers are social actors”
(CASA) paradigm of computer science posits that
people extend social heuristics and responses from
human-to-human interaction to human-computer
interactions [46, 47]. In general, the more an object
looks and moves like a human, the more positive the
response; however, an “Uncanny Valley” exists when
an object behaves almost, or sometimes even exactly,
like natural human beings. Such objects trigger a feeling
of revulsion that may lead to negative responses [43,
39].
Anthropomorphism is powerful and compelling. A
static image can be sufficient to trigger the automatic
process of anthropomorphism [48]. However, the
activation of the anthropomorphism process may not
lead to an observable perception change or behavioral
consequences. Combining different design factors can
also increase the likelihood of activation as well as the
severity of its impact. Such factors include adding
human facial features, human sounds/voices,
intentionality, imitation behavior, communication [15,
63], and movement [26]. Notably, the impact of
anthropomorphism strengthens the emotional and
behavioral responses both ways, not just positively. For
instance, the design of the anthropomorphic object may
lead to a more negative impact if the design is associated
with an unhelpful agent [64].
All design factors need to fit holistically as a whole
image rather than separated aspects. Take physical
appearance and voice, for example. Users must spend
more time processing information delivered by virtual
agents with humanoid voices than by virtual agents with
human voices. They also trust the former less than the
latter [21].
To “feel” how non-human objects “feel” is critical.
Making an object move at speeds similar to human
speed will lead people to perceive the object with human
mental states [42]. Synchronizing the voice with the
movement of the object makes individuals pay more
attention, be more aroused, and have a higher evaluation
of the object [54].
Ample research has shown that anthropomorphism
has an impact on perception, attitude and behavior [24,
54, 37, 34, 12, 70]. Prior research has argued that
anthropomorphism may contribute to the evaluation of
a product’s value and a consumer’s willingness to pay
[24, 70]. Consumers will develop more favorable
attitudes towards the anthropomorphized brand than the
non-anthropomorphized [3, 50], as long as the brand can
consistently maintain its positive image [51].
Individuals perceive computers displaying flattering
comments as more attractive and believable than those
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that do not display such comments [36].
Anthropomorphizing the computer interface also
amplifies the positive effect of flattering comments on
perceptions of the computers’ performance [36].
The longer someone interacts with a virtual agent,
the more likely they are to anthropomorphize it [20].
Once anthropomorphized, social connections with the
objects can be established the same way with other
humans. Such implied social relationships, in turn, can
strengthen the impact of anthropomorphism. Individuals
view the computer as significantly more positive when
they are told that they are teamed with the computer to
work on a task than when they are told that they are
working alone using the computer [54].
The impact of individual characteristics, such as
gender, culture, and personality traits, on
anthropomorphism is complex [66]. Users’ individual
characteristics can have direct impact; for instance,
females were influenced more than males by
anthropomorphized agents for products with high
hedonic value [65]. Individual characteristics can also
have an indirect impact; for example, whether
consumers can develop a humanlike social relationship
with a brand mascot is moderated by individual
personality [35, 33]. In addition, users also ascribe
personality attributes to programs [29]. The perception
of the anthropomorphized objects’ characteristics
combined with the users’ characteristics impact users’
perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors.
Biases
and
prejudice
also
apply
to
anthropomorphized objects [44, 60]. For instance,
individuals trust computers with male voices more for
technical related subjects and those with female voices
for love and relationship topics [45]. Computer users not
only recognize traits of dominance, submissiveness, and
friendliness, but also even show favor toward a
computer that exhibits similar personality traits to
themselves [54]. Moreover, users prefer computers that
adapt to them. The ability to adapt facilitates
anthropomorphism and social presence [37].
Researchers have also shown that dominant people
prefer a computer that starts out submissive but then
becomes dominant, more than a computer that is
consistently dominant [54].
Anthropomorphism can be triggered by multiple
factors spontaneously. However, the activation of and
the intensity of this process varies from person to
person. Personal inherent characteristics, such as
sensory processing sensitivity, would greatly impact the
activation or the consequences of anthropomorphism in
the virtual environment.

2.2. Sensory Processing Sensitivity

Sensory Processing Sensitivity (SPS), also called
environmental
sensitivity,
is
“a
basic
temperament/personality trait categorized by sensitivity
to both internal and external stimuli, including social
and emotional cues” [1, p. 1]. In providing background
on SPS, we explain both parts of the term: sensory
processing and sensitivity. First, sensory processing
refers to an emphasis on how the brain processes
sensory information received by sensory organs.
Sensory information is a broad term including touch,
hear, see, taste, smell, as well as social cues. Second,
sensitivity refers to the levels of arousal and
responsiveness, both positive and negative, in a person’s
brain upon receiving the sensory information. For
example, a tag on the collar of a shirt may bother people
with higher levels of SPS. Entering a room full of
strangers is overwhelming for people high in SPS but
has less impact on those with less SPS. Differences in
the way the brain processes sensory (including social)
cues leads to differences in behavior, judgment, and
perception. Prior research also found awareness,
empathy, and responsiveness are fundamental features
of SPS [2].
SPS is believed to be innate and hereditary [7, 38].
It can be found not only in humans but also in over 100
other species [69, 8]. High SPS means more sensory
information in more vibrant colors flooded into the
brain. Small details may “jump out”. The brain will need
more time to sort through the information to reach a
decision. More parts of the brain get involved to process
the sensory information and deeper processing of the
information is activated. Therefore, people with higher
SPS tend to be more attentive to details, have great depth
of processing, be more cognizant of subtleties in the
environment, and are capable of making better long term
judgments [6, 8, 7]. Some researchers believe such a
trait is genetically advantageous. However, this trait
also makes people feel easily overstimulated, have high
arousal responses, become easily exhausted from
bearing too much information, and overload their
nervous system. Some researchers argue people with
high SPS are more prone to depression, though these
findings are inconclusive [7]. Though some prior
research has tended to focus on people with significantly
higher SPS, the reality is that SPS exists on a continuum.
In this study, we do not categorize individuals as “high”
or “low” in SPS; rather, we measure SPS on a
continuous scale.
Even though SPS is a temperament trait on its own,
SPS can be found to have close association with other
personality traits. Individuals with high levels of SPS
tend to appear as being shy or timid; prior research has
demonstrated a strong link of introversion with SPS,
depending on the environment in which individuals are
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raised [7]. SPS is also positively correlated with
neuroticism [7].
People with a high level of SPS may experience
high sensitivity to environmental cues and even hyperor hypo-responsiveness to stimuli. This does not mean
that people with a high level of SPS are cognitively
atypical or suffer from neurological disorders. People
with high SPS do not bare structural differences in their
brain from others. Combining multiple fMRI studies of
clinical disorders, Acevedo, et al. [1] found that SPS is
fundamentally different from clinical disorders of
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), Schizophrenia, and
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.
Prior research on the impact of SPS in the automatic
process of anthropomorphism is still limited yet
promising. We believe consumers with higher SPS
would activate the anthropomorphism process
differently from those with lower levels of SPS. Such
difference will generate a behavioral difference in the
context of electronic commerce.

purpose of sustaining this close relationship, resulting in
higher willingness to pay [59, 58, 70]. Consistent with
prior research, we hypothesize:
H2. Perceived anthropomorphism towards
anthropomorphized products is positively related to
individual’s willingness to pay in online auctions.
The impact of SPS on willingness to pay is fully
dependent on the activation of the anthropomorphism
process. No research on SPS indicates that higher levels
of SPS of itself would lead to variation in purchasing
behaviors directly. The impact of SPS on purchase
decisions only exists when anthropomorphism has been
activated. Thus, we hypothesize:
H3. Perceived anthropomorphism towards
anthropomorphized products fully mediates the
relationship between sensory processing sensitivity
and individuals’ willingness to pay in online
auction.

2.3. Research Hypotheses

3.1. Participants

As discussed above, people with high SPS have
higher awareness of the environment, are more
empathetic towards others, and are more responsive to
cues [2]. A non-human object designed with human
characteristics carries a large amount of sensory
information. Such information stands out to people with
SPS and thus is more likely to trigger
anthropomorphism. Once being anthropomorphized,
people with high SPS will not only be more likely to be
influenced by the object and more acceptable to the
information delivered by the object, but also have a
higher likelihood to develop similar emotions as the
product, forming a close relationship. Thus, we
hypothesize that:
H1. Individuals’ sensory processing sensitivity
level is positively related to their perceived
anthropomorphism towards anthropomorphized
products.
Consumers’ willingness to pay is the result of
cognitive processing. Prior research has found an
anthropomorphic product display affects individual’s
willingness to pay [70]. Several different theories have
been used to explain this association. Humans are more
likely to perceive anthropomorphic products as similar
as humans, and thus, will pay more attention to them
than to non-anthropomorphic products [49]. Greater
attention leads to more positive information delivered to
the brain to form willingness to pay [49, 70]. Once
anthropomorphized, consumers are more likely to
develop human relationships towards the product, such
as attachment [56, 58, 70]. Product attachment leads to
the tendency to obtain ownership of the product for the

We conducted two studies using a survey
methodology to test our hypotheses. We contracted with
Qualtrics, a survey research company, to recruit a panel
of research participants from the general population of
the U.S. To maintain data quality, we used six attention
check questions as filters. Participants who missed more
than 1 attention check were excluded from the analysis.
For Study 1, 517 participants were recruited. 62
participants failed more than 1 attention check and thus
were removed, resulting in a total sample of 455.
For Study 2, 524 participants were recruited. 26
participants were excluded, resulting in a total sample of
498.

3. Research Methodology

3.2. Procedures
Participants viewed one (Study 1) or more (Study
2) marketing videos with anthropomorphized
representations of products and were asked to provide a
bid amount for how much they would be willing to pay
for the product in the video. After completing the bid(s),
participants were then directed to complete the
remainder of the survey, which asked questions about
participant perceptions of the product as well as
questions about individual characteristics.

3.3. Design
3.3.1. Study 1 Design. Study 1 used a motion video
that advertised a tablet computer. Four versions of the
video were created; the four versions differed on which
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anthropomorphized features were included in the
advertisement: visual/auditory, no-visual/auditory,
visual/no-auditory, and no-visual/no-auditory. Each
participant viewed only one (randomly assigned)
version of the video. We included the possibility to see
any of the versions to increase the amount of variance in
the study regarding perceptions of anthropomorphism.
The visual and auditory anthropomorphism present
in some versions of the video were adapted from prior
research [70]. The visual appearance of the tablet in the
anthropomorphized version was created through adding
cartoon, human-like physical characteristics (such as
eyes, nose, mouth, arms, and legs), and human-like
movements (such as talking, waving, clapping, jumping,
turning) to the tablet in the video. For the no-visual
version, a product slide show was presented to the
subject. The slide show presented different still images
of the tablet.
For the auditory anthropomorphism versions, a
human voice was recorded by a professional male voice
actor following a written script. The voices in the
auditory versions were recorded as first person so that
the tablet has direct communication with the viewers.
For the no-auditory versions, the script was presented in
text subtitles below the video.
3.3.2. Study 2 Design. Study 2 follows a repeated
measure within-subject design. Each participant viewed
four videos, with each video showing a different product
(i.e., TV, tablet, laptop, and camera). For each product,
we created two versions of the video—one
anthropomorphized
and
one
without
anthropomorphism. The anthropomorphized version
contained both visual and auditory elements as
described above in Study 1 [70]. Each participant was
randomly assigned to see two anthropomorphized
product videos and two non-anthropomorphized
product videos. The order of the products and video
versions received by the participants were also
randomized. Thus, each participant saw a variety of
products to bid on with a variety of anthropomorphism
embedded.
Importantly, neither study directly tests the effects
of the various versions of the videos; rather, we provide
variance in the product videos seen by participants and
then
measure
their
level
of
perceived
anthropomorphism so that we can test how the SPS of
individuals affected the extent to which they
anthropomorphized the products in the videos.

3.4. Measurements
To measure Sensory Processing Sensitivity (SPS),
we adopted the 27 item highly sensitive person scale [8],
the standard measure of SPS in adults. Cronbach’s alpha

for SPS was 0.931 in Study 1 and 0.934 in Study 2.
Perceived Anthropomorphism (PA) was measured with
8 items that were adopted from prior research [55].
Cronbach’s alpha for PA was 0.932 in Study 1 and 0.963
in Study 2. Both constructs were measured through
items using 7-item Likert scales.
Willingness to pay (WTP) refers to the dollar
amount an individual would pay to obtain possession of
a product. It was measured directly after participants
received all product information from the video.
Four control variables—income, age, language
(whether English is the first language), and gender—
were included in the research model. We also controlled
for product type in Study 2.

4. Analysis and Results
4.1 Analysis Strategy
Following the guidelines of Baron and Kenny [9] to
test models that contain mediation, we have tested three
models for both studies. Model 1 tests the direct impact
of sensory processing sensitivity on perceived
anthropomorphism (H1, H3). Model 2 tests the direct
impact of sensory processing sensitivity on willingness
to pay in order to check if there is any direct effect being
mediated (H3). Model 3 tests the impact of both
perceived anthropomorphism and sensory processing
sensitivity on willingness to pay (H2, H3). Table 1
summarizes the three models.
Table 1. Models Summary
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3

SPS→Perceived Anthropomorphism
SPS→Willingness to Pay
SPS, Anthropomorphism→Willingness to
Pay

4.2. Study 1 Results
We used standard multiple linear regression to
analyze the impact of sensory processing sensitivity on
perceived anthropomorphism and willingness to pay.
Table 2 presents the results. In Model 1, SPS was
significantly related to the level of anthropomorphism
that a participant perceived in the tablet product shown
in the video. This provides support for H1. In Model 3,
PA was significantly related to a participant’s bid,
providing support for H2. To test the mediation effect
(H3), we compare the three models, following the
guidelines of Baron and Kenny [9]. SPS has a
significant effect on PA (Model 1), and in turn PA has a
significant effect on Bid while controlling for effects of
SPS (Model 3). However, SPS has no direct effect on
Bid with or without controlling for PA (Models 2, 3).
Thus, we conclude that there is no direct effect to be
mediated; SPS has no direct effect on willingness to pay
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outside of its impact on perceptions of
anthropomorphism, which in turn affect willingness to
pay.
Table 2. Regression Results
Model 1
Model 2
DV:
PA
WTP
SPS
0.288***
72.500***
PA
─
─
Income
0.037***
20.830***
Age
-0.010***
0.682***
Language
0.219***
28.300***
Gender
-0.160***
-16.900***
*p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001

Model 3
WTP
33.600***
13.820***
20.320***
0.823***
25.200***
-14.700***

4.3. Study 2 Results
Study 2 follows a repeated measure design where
each participant viewed four different products.
Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) [28, 52] was used
to analyze the data, using HLM version 8.00 [53]. HLM
is a form of regression that considers multiple levels of
analysis in one statistical equation and can be used to
control for person-level effects in a repeated-measure
study. The lowest level (level 1) of the HLM model is
the product bid level, which considers the bid and
perceived anthropomorphism for each product; the
second level (level 2) is the participant level, which
accounts for individual characteristics including sensory
processing sensitivity and control variables (gender,
language age, and income).
Table 3 presents the results, showing least squares
estimates with p-values based on robust standard errors.
In Model 1, SPS was again significantly related to the
level of anthropomorphism that a participant perceived
in the product. This provides additional support for H1.
In Model 3, PA was significantly related to a
participant’s bid, providing additional support for H2.
For H3, SPS has a significant effect on PA (Model 1),
and in turn PA has a significant effect on Bid while
controlling for effects of SPS (Model 3). However, SPS
has no direct effect on Bid with or without controlling
for PA (Models 2, 3). Thus, as in Study 1, we conclude
that there is no direct effect to be mediated. In both
studies, a full mediation analysis (e.g., with
bootstrapping) is not appropriate given the lack of direct
effect. We cannot test if an effect between SPS and WTP
is mediated because there is no effect.
The only significant difference in results between
Study 1 and Study 2 is that gender was a significant
predictor of bid amount in Study 2, but not in Study 1.
Specifically, females were more likely to bid higher than
males in Study 2. In both studies, age was a significant
predictor of perceived anthropomorphism, with effects
being stronger in younger participants. In both studies,
income was also a significant predictor of bid. Those

who have higher incomes are likely to make higher bids
on products.
Table 3. HLM Results
Level 1
Model 1
Model 2
Level 2
DV:
PA
WTP
Intercept
Intercept
3.727***
392.924***
SPS
0.193***
-16.530***
Income
-0.037***
65.243***
Age
-0.010***
0.725***
Language
-0.398***
-36.888***
Gender
-0.097***
70.245***
PA
─
─
TV
0.0395***
85.477***
Tablet
0.0350***
-232.140***
Camera
-0.0372***
-237.225***
*p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001

Model 3
WTP
277.720***
-22.487***
66.380***
1.025***
-24.592***
73.244***
30.910***
84.258***
-233.330***
-236.075***

5. Discussion
5.1. Interpretation of findings
H1 and H2 were supported in both studies; H3
could not be tested due to an overall lack of effect
between SPS and willingness to pay. Study 1 examined
users providing a bid on a single product. This study was
designed with a focus on providing a wide variety of
manipulated anthropomorphism cues to the subject
pool. Study 2 examined users providing bids on multiple
products. This study was designed with a focus on
examining the effects regardless of product and
allowing users to see different levels of
anthropomorphism in various products. Taken together,
the studies provide strong evidence that (1) SPS
increases the level to which users anthropomorphize
products; (2) anthropomorphism affects the bidding
behavior of users; and (3) SPS does not directly affect
bidding behavior outside of its effects on perceived
anthropomorphism. We now interpret each of these
three results.
First, the results of our studies indicate that users
higher in sensory processing sensitivity are more likely
to anthropomorphize products. The anthropomorphized
versions of the video in this study include adding visual
and auditory cues to the non-human object. Those cues
are designed to induce the process of anthropomorphism
and exist as stimuli in the task environment. Participants
with high levels of SPS are more prone to receiving
those environmental stimuli and being influenced by
those cues [1, 7]. Therefore, highly sensitive people are
more likely to anthropomorphize the products.
Second, the results of both studies provide evidence
that users who perceived themselves to have
anthropomorphized the products in the video(s) will be
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more likely to make higher bids on such products. The
more participants perceive the objects as human, the
more strongly they feel attachment to the product, much
like they would feel attachment to another human. This
attachment leads to the willingness to pay more for the
product to sustain the closeness to the product [70]. This
finding is consistent with prior research [70].
Third, SPS does not have a direct impact on
participants’ willingness to pay. As we theorized, a
personal characteristic or personality trait does not have
a powerful impact on willingness to pay, meaning
highly sensitive people are not willing to pay more for
any product without activating anthropomorphism.
They are prone to the environmental cues and are easier
to be influenced by those cues, such as the visual and
auditory cues in this study, and the outcome of the
anthropomorphism process is the higher willingness to
pay for the product. This finding is consistent with prior
research in that SPS captures sensitivity in receving
sensory informaiton and cannot direct behavioral
outcomes without involving the critial cognitive
processes in between [7, 8].

5.2. Limitations
As with all research, these studies have limitations
that should be considered when interpreting our results.
First, users bid on the products using a Qualtrics form
rather than a live auction site. The form was different in
appearance than a real bidding site, and participants
could only view and bid on one product one product at
a time without “shopping around”. Future research
could replicate our study in a true bidding environment.
Second, the construct of anthropomorphism was
measured using a self-report survey adopted from prior
research. Anthropomorphism is a cognitive process that
is automatic and spontaneous [25, 31]. It can happen
prior to a human’s conscious realization and awareness.
Even though the items have been widely used in
academic research, answering survey questions
unavoidably activates the conscious processing from the
participants. Therefore, the survey method does not
provide direct observations to the automatic process of
anthropomorphism. Researchers can use different
methodologies, such as fMRI, to directly observe how
anthropomorphism is triggered differently in highly
sensitive people than in non-sensitive individuals.
Third, we have used four technology related
products—tablet, laptop, TV, and digital camera, in
both studies. Therefore, our results may not be
generalized to other products, especially to hedonic
products, experience products, or products belonging to
non-technology related categories. Affinity to
technology could be another unmeasured factor that
could also play a role in bidding behavior in this context.

5.3. Implications for future research
Despite the above limitations, we believe the results
of our studies have important theoretical contributions.
Research on SPS is still young; the concept of Sensory
Processing Sensitivity was not proposed until 1997. As
a unique inherent personal characteristic, it
acknowledges how differently we receive and respond
to environmental cues. SPS has great potential for
theoretical implications in multiple disciplines,
especially in Information Systems (IS) where we use
technology to create artificial cues in the virtual and
digital environment. Our study is the first study to look
at the behavioral consequences of SPS in the
Information System discipline. Through this study, we
would like to start the conversation on SPS and hope
more researchers would be interested in this topic. The
impact of SPS on other constructs and processes, such
as trust, should be further studied. We present here some
ideas for future research that can build on this new and
important area.
First, our results suggest that people with higher
levels of SPS are more likely to anthropomorphize
products with visual and auditory design in the virtual
environment. We utilized multiple design factors to
maximize the possibility to invoke this automatic
process. More research can be done to examine the
impact of individual design factors. In this study, we
created a cartoon-like character to avoid approaching
the “uncanny valley”. Would a more human realistic
character have a different impact?
Next, in this study, we focus on the positive effect
of SPS on anthropomorphism and willingness to pay.
However, higher levels of SPS can potentially lead to
negative feelings towards certain stimuli. These
negative effects could potentially be overwhelming.
Salient cues can have longer lasting effects or more
severe impact on highly sensitive people. Those with
higher levels of SPS may respond positively or
negatively to flaws in the design. Future research should
examine whether the “Uncanny Valley” may be
“steeper” depending on SPS.
Finally, our study has great potential implications
for AI design and human-computer interactions in
general. Our results emphasize the role of
anthropomorphism between SPS and willingness to pay.
People with high levels of SPS will not bid more for a
product unless they have viewed and treated the product
as real humans. Personality traits and their behavioral
consequences are quite complex, involving multiple
underlying cognitive processes, either conscious or nonconscious. There are many undiscovered cognitive
processes through which we can better discover and
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explain the impact of personal traits and characteristics
on ultimate behavior.

5.4. Implications for practice
The findings of our study have several practical
implications as well. First, our study points out to firms
that individual traits such as SPS are important factors
to consider when they are trying to sell products online.
Spending
more
money
on
creating
an
anthropomorphized display of products may yield
different results to customers with different levels of
SPS. Customers with high SPS are more likely to be
influenced by the design. Targeting those customers
specifically would yield a higher return than customers
with lower levels of SPS. (On the other hand, adding too
much stimuli to the display could have the possibility to
overwhelm the highly sensitive customer.)
Second, our research suggests that consumers
should be mindful of their SPS level. Although the
virtual environment creates endless possibilities to alter
or even distort our reality, those refinements can be used
to manipulate behaviors and perceptions of the users,
some more than others. For highly sensitive people,
those refinements can even be too overwhelming.

6. Conclusion
Although with great potential, the study of Sensory
Processing Sensitivity (SPS) is new to the Information
Systems discipline. In this study, we bridge SPS with
anthropomorphism and observe their impact on
individuals’ willingness to pay in online auction. We
found that people with high levels of SPS are more like
to anthropomorphize a product than those with low
levels of SPS. High SPS will not lead to higher
willingness to pay unless the person has
anthropomorphized the product.
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